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Preview
• In the previous lectures we analysed the foreign exchange market and its 
equilibrium
• Now we integrate the fnancial and the real markets in an open 
macroeconomic model:
– A (short run) model for both output market equilibrium and asset 
market equilibrium 
• Efects of temporary and permanent changes in monetary and fscal policies 
on output and exchange rate
• Discussion on exchange rate regimes and optmal exchange rate policies
• Central Bank Interventon and Stabilizaton Policies with a Fixed Exchange Rate
• Reserve Currencies in the World Monetary System
• The Gold Standard and the Gold Exchange Standard
Aggregate Demand 
in an open economy
• AD = C(Y-T) + I(r) + (G-T) + (X(E) – M(Y, E))
 Determinants of the Current Account: prices of foreign products 
relatve to the prices of domestc products, both measured in 
domestc currency: EP*/P
 As the prices of foreign products rise relatve to those of 
domestc products, expenditure on domestc products rises 
and expenditure on foreign products falls.
 Disposable income: more disposable income means more 
expenditure on foreign products (imports)
 We assume, for simplicity, that Investments are fxed.
How Real Exchange Rate Changes 
Afect the Current Account
• When the real exchange rate EP*/P rises, the relatve prices 
of foreign products to domestc products rise.
– The volume of exports that are bought by foreigners rises.
– The volume of imports that are bought by domestc residents falls.
– The value of imports in terms of domestc products rises, since foreign 
products are more valuable/expensive
• The overall efect on the Current Account depends on whether the value efect 
dominates the volume efect when the real exchange rate changes.
• Marshall-Lerner conditon: |ex| + |em| > 1
– A real depreciaton improves the current account if export and import 
volumes are elastc with respect to the real exchange rate.
– In what follows we assume that a real depreciaton leads to an increase in 
the current account: the volume efect dominates the value efect and 
the Marshall-Lerner conditon holds.
Determinants of Aggregate Demand
Y = D(EP*/P, Y – T, I, G)
• Determinants of aggregate demand include:
 Real exchange rate: an increase in the real exchange rate increases 
the current account, and therefore increases aggregate demand for 
domestc products.
 Disposable income: an increase in the disposable income increases 
consumpton, but decreases the current account. 
 Since total consumpton expenditure is usually greater than 
expenditure on foreign products, the frst efect dominates the 
second efect.
 As income increases for a given level of T, aggregate consumpton 
and aggregate demand increases by less than income.
Short Run Equilibrium for Aggregate 
Demand and Output
 
Aggregate
demand is
greater than
production: 
firms increase
output 
Output is greater
than aggregate 
demand:  firms
decrease output
Short Run Equilibrium and the 
Exchange Rate: the DD Curve
• How does the exchange rate afect the short run equilibrium of 
aggregate demand and output?
• With fxed domestc and foreign price levels (short run), a rise in the 
nominal exchange rate (depreciaton) makes foreign goods and 
services more expensive relatve to domestc goods and services.
• The depreciaton increases the aggregate demand for domestc 
products.
• In equilibrium, aggregate demand matches output.
• There is a positve relatonship between output and exchange rate: 
when the currency depreciates, output increases. This is represented 
by the DD curve
Short Run 
Equilibrium 
and the 
Exchange 
Rate: the DD 
Curve (2)
Shifs in the positon of the DD Curve
• Changes in the exchange rate cause movements along a DD curve. 
• Other changes cause the DD curve to shif:
– Changes in G: more G causes the DD curve to shif right.
– Changes in T: lower T increase C for every exchange rate: the DD curve 
shifs right.
– Changes in I: higher I shifs the DD curve right.
– Changes in P relatve to P*: lower domestc prices relatve to foreign 
prices shif the DD curve right.
– Changes in C: willingness to C more and S less shifs the DD curve right.
– Changes in demand for domestc goods relatve to foreign goods: 
willingness to consume more domestc goods relatve to foreign 
goods shifs the DD curve right.
Shifs in the 
Positon of the 
DD curve (2)
Short Run Equilibrium 
for Asset Markets
• We consider two asset markets: the foreign exchange market and the 
money market:
– interest parity determines equilibrium in the foreign exchange 
market: R = R* + (Ee – E)/E 
– real money supply and demand determine equilibrium in the 
money market: Ms/P = L(R, Y) 
 When income and output increase, money demand increases, leading 
to an increase in the domestc interest rate and an appreciaton of the 
domestc currency (a fall in E).
 When income and output decrease, the domestc currency 
depreciates (and E rises).
 The inverse relatonship between output and exchange rates needed 
to keep the foreign exchange market and money market in equilibrium 
is summarized as the AA curve.
Short Run 
Equilibrium for 
Asset Markets 
(2)
Decrease in return on 
domestic currency deposits
Increase in domestic
money supply
Short Run Equilibrium for Assets: 
the AA Curve
Equilibrium exchange 
rate in foreign 
exchange market;
Equilibrium output in 
money market.
Shifs in the positon of 
the the AA Curve
● Changes in Ms: an increase in the Ms reduces R, causing the domestc currency to 
depreciate (a rise in E) for every Y: the AA curve shifs up (right).
● Changes in P: An increase in P decreases the real Ms, increasing R, causing the 
domestc currency to appreciate (a fall in E): the AA curve shifs down (lef).
● Changes in real money demand: if domestc residents are willing to hold lower 
real money balances, R fall, leading to a depreciaton of the currency (a rise 
in E): the AA curve shifs up (right).
● Changes in R*: An increase in the foreign interest rates makes foreign currency 
deposits more atractve, leading to a depreciaton of the domestc currency 
(a rise in E): the AA curve shifs up (right).
● Changes in Ee: if market partcipants expect the domestc currency to depreciate in 
the future, foreign currency deposits become more atractve, causing the 
domestc currency to depreciate (a rise in E): the AA curve shifs up (right).
Putng the Pieces Together: 
the Open Economy Equilibrium
The domestic 
currency 
appreciates and 
output increases 
until output markets 
are in equilibrium. 
Exchange rates 
adjust immediately 
so that asset 
markets are in 
equilibrium.
How the Economy 
Reaches Equilibrium in the Short Run
Temporary Changes in 
Monetary and Fiscal Policy
• Temporary policy changes are expected to be reversed in the near 
future and thus do not afect expectatons about exchange rates in the 
long run.
• An increase in the level of money lowers interest rates, causing the 
domestc currency to depreciate (a rise in E). The AA shifs up (right).
– Domestc products are cheaper so that aggregate demand and 
output increase untl a new short run equilibrium is 
achieved.
• An increase in government purchases or a decrease in taxes increases 
aggregate demand and output. The DD curve shifs right.
– Higher output increases real money demand, thereby 
increasing interest rates, causing the domestc currency to 
appreciate (a fall in E).
Temporary Changes 
in Monetary and Fiscal Policy (2)
Temporary Changes 
in Monetary and Fiscal Policy (3)
Policies to Maintain 
Full Employment
Temporary fiscal policy could reverse 
the fall in aggregate demand and 
output
Temporary fall in world demand 
for domestic products reduces 
output below its normal level
Temporary 
monetary
expansion could 
depreciate the 
domestic 
currency
Policies to Maintain 
Full Employment (2)
Increase in money
demand raises 
interest rates and 
appreciates the 
domestic currency
Temporary fiscal policy could 
increase
aggregate demand and output
Temporary monetary policy could
increase money supply to match
money demand
Policies to Maintain 
Full Employment (3)
• Policies to maintain full employment are hard to implement in practce.
• Agents might antcipate the efects of policy changes and might modify 
their behavior (adaptve / ratonal expectatons).
– Workers may require higher wages and producers may raise prices 
if they expect high wages and strong demand due to monetary 
and fscal policies.
– Fiscal and monetary policies may therefore create price changes 
and infaton thereby preventng high output and employment: 
infatonary bias
• Changes in policies take tme to be implemented and take tme to afect 
the economy. Policies may afect the economy afer the efects of a 
shock have dissipated (and cause reverse efects).
• Policies are sometmes infuenced by politcal or bureaucratc interests. 
Permanent Changes in Monetary and 
Fiscal Policy
• Permanent policy changes modify people’s expectatons in the long run.
• A permanent increase in the level of the money supply:
– lowers interest rates and it makes people expect a future 
depreciaton of the domestc currency, increasing the expected 
return of foreign currency deposits.
– The domestc currency depreciates more than (E rises more than) 
the case when expectatons are constant. The AA curve shifs 
up (right) more than the case when expectatons are held 
constant.
– With strong demand for output and with increasing wages, 
producers have an incentve to raise output prices over tme.
– The higher price level decreases real money supply, increases 
interest rates and leading to an appreciaton of the currency.
Permanent Changes in Monetary and 
Fiscal Policy (2)
A permanent increase 
in the money supply 
decreases interest 
rates and causes 
people to expect a 
future depreciation, 
leading to a large 
actual depreciation
Permanent Changes in Monetary and 
Fiscal Policy (3)
In the long run, 
output returns 
to its normal 
level, and we 
also see 
overshooting: 
E1 < E3 < E2
Higher prices make domestic products 
more expensive relative to foreign goods: 
reduction in aggregate demand
Higher prices reduce
real money supply,
Increasing interest 
rates, leading to a
domestic currency 
appreciation
Permanent Changes in 
Monetary and Fiscal Policy (4)
• A permanent increase in government purchases or reducton in taxes:
– increases aggregate demand and makes people expect a currency 
appreciaton in the short run due to increased aggregate demand, 
thereby reducing the expected return on foreign currency 
deposits, making the domestc currency appreciate.
– The frst efect increases aggregate demand for domestc products, 
the second efect decreases aggregate demand for domestc 
products (by making them more expensive).
– If the change in fscal policy is expected to be permanent, the frst 
and second efects exactly ofset each other, so that output 
remains at its normal or long run level.
• We say that an increase in government purchases completely crowds out net 
exports, due to the efect of the appreciated domestc currency.
Permanent Changes in Monetary and
Fiscal Policy (5)
An increase in
government 
purchases raises
aggregate demand
Temporary fiscal
expansion outcome
When the 
increase of 
government 
purchases is 
permanent, 
the domestic 
currency is 
expected to 
appreciate, 
and does 
appreciate.
Macroeconomic Policies 
and the Current Account
• The previous analysis focussed on the domestc equilibrium. However, 
open macroeconomics deals with both domestc equilibrium (Y, P) and 
external equilibrium (CA, BoP).
• To determine the efect of monetary and fscal policies on the current 
account, derive the XX curve to represent the combinatons of output and 
exchange rates at which the current account is at its desired level. 
• As income and output increase, imports increase and the current account 
decreases, all other factors held constant.
• To keep the current account at its desired level, the domestc currency 
must depreciate as income and output increase: the XX curve should 
slope upward.
• This relatonship is based on the Marshall-Lerner conditon.
Macroeconomic Policies 
and the Current Account (2)
• The XX curve slopes upward but is fater than the DD curve.
– DD represents equilibrium values of aggregate demand and domestc 
output.
– As domestc income and output increase, domestc saving increases, 
which means that aggregate demand (willingness to spend) by 
domestc residents does not rise as rapidly as income and output
– As domestc income and output increase, the currency must depreciate 
to allow foreigners to increase their demand for domestc output in 
order to keep the current account (only one component of 
aggregate demand) at its desired level—on the XX curve.
– As domestc income and output increase, the currency must depreciate 
more rapidly to entce foreigners to increase their demand for 
domestc output in order to keep aggregate demand (by domestc 
residents and foreigners) equal to output—on the DD curve.
Macroeconomic Policies 
and the Current Account (3)
Macroeconomic Policies 
and the Current Account (4)
● Policies afect the current account through their infuence on the value 
of the domestc currency.
● A money supply increase depreciates the domestc currency and 
ofen increases the current account in the short run.
● An increase in government purchases or decrease in taxes 
appreciates the currency and ofen decreases the current 
account.
Macroeconomic Policies 
and the Current Account (5)
An increase in the money supply shifts up the AA 
curve and depreciates the domestic currency, 
increasing the current account above XX.
A temporary 
fiscal 
expansion 
shifts the 
DD and 
appreciates 
the domestic 
currency, 
decreasing 
the CA 
below XX.
Because the AA curve also shifts, 
a permanent fiscal expansion 
decreases the CA more.
Fixed Exchange Rates
 The previous analysis is based on complete fexibility of exchange 
rates.
 The assumpton is rarely accurate.
• Industrialized countries operate under a hybrid system of 
managed foatng exchange rates: a system in which the 
monetary authority atempts to moderate exchange rate 
movements without keeping exchange rates rigidly fxed.
• A number of developing countries have retained some form of 
government exchange rate fxing.
 Main issue: how do Central Banks intervene in the foreign 
exchange market?
Diferent types of 
Fixed Exchange Rates
● Clean foatng (fexible rates)
● Dirty (managed) foatng: no preannounced path for exchange rates
● Floatng parity:
● Pegged with horizontal bands
● Crawling pegs
● Fixed arrangements:
● Against one currency / basket of currencies
● Currency boards arrangements
● Another currency as a legal tender
● Currency unions
 Central bank balance sheet: it records the assets held by the central bank 
and its liabilites.
– Principles of double-entry bookkeeping:
– Any acquisiton of an asset by the central bank results in a positve 
change on the assets side of the balance sheet.
– Any increase in the bank’s liabilites results in a positve change on 
the balance sheet’s liabilites side
The assets: Foreign assets (foreign currency bonds and gold – its ofcial 
internatonal reserves) and domestc assets (government bonds and loans 
to private banks).
The liabilites: deposits of private banks, and currency in circulaton
Total assets = total liabilites (+ net worth)
Central Bank Interventon
and the Money Supply
• Assume that Net worth is constant.
– The changes in central bank assets cause equal changes in liabilites.
• Any central bank purchase of assets automatcally results in an increase in 
the domestc money supply.
• Any central bank sale of assets automatcally causes the money supply to 
decline.
• These are open market operatons.
Foreign Exchange Interventon and the Money Supply
» A sale of foreign assets implies a payment made to the Central 
Bank, which withdraw domestc currency from circulaton: 
money supply decreases.
» This could have an impact on the exchange rate. The impact can 
be sterilized.
Central Bank Interventon
and the Money Supply (2)
 Sterilizaton
– Central banks sometmes carry out equal foreign and domestc asset 
transactons in opposite directons to nullify the impact of their foreign 
exchange operatons on the domestc money supply.
– With no sterilizaton, there is a link between the balance of payments 
and natonal money supply that depends on how central banks share the 
burden of fnancing payments gaps
– If central banks are not sterilizing and the home country has a balance of 
payments surplus:
– An increase in the home central bank’s foreign assets 
implies an increased home money supply.
– A decrease in the home central bank’s foreign liabilites 
implies a decreased home money supply.
Central Bank Interventon
and the Money Supply (3)
How the Central Bank 
Fixes the Exchange Rate
 To hold the exchange rate constant, a central bank must always be willing to 
trade currencies at the fxed exchange rate with the private actors in the 
foreign market:
• The foreign exchange market is in equilibrium when the interest parity 
conditon holds: R = R* + (Ee – E)/E
– When the central bank fxes E at E0, the expected rate of domestc 
currency depreciaton is zero.
– The interest parity conditon implies that E0 is today’s equilibrium 
exchange rate only if: R = R*
Money Market Equilibrium Under a Fixed Exchange Rate
• To hold the domestc interest rate at R*, the central bank’s foreign 
exchange interventon must adjust the money supply so that: 
MS/P = L(R*, Y)
– If output increases, demand for money increases, with the 
interest rate, thus leading to appreciaton of the currency.
– The central bank must intervene in the foreign exchange 
market by buying foreign assets in order to prevent this 
appreciaton.
– If the central bank does purchase foreign assets when 
output increases Money supply increases and the exchange 
rate stay fxed at E0
How the Central Bank 
Fixes the Exchange Rate (2)
Real money supply
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How the Central Bank 
Fixes the Exchange Rate (3)
Stabilizaton Policies
 With a Fixed Exchange Rate
 Monetary Policy
• Under a fxed exchange rate, central bank monetary policy tools are 
powerless to afect the economy’s money supply or its output.
● Fiscal Policy
● How does the central bank interventon hold the exchange rate fxed 
afer the fscal expansion?
● The rise in output due to expansionary fscal policy raises money 
demand.
● To prevent an increase in the home interest rate and an appreciaton 
of the currency, the central bank must buy foreign assets with 
money (i.e., increasing the money supply).
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Stabilizaton Policies
 With a Fixed Exchange Rate (2)
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Stabilizaton Policies
 With a Fixed Exchange Rate (3)
Devaluaton
– It occurs when the central bank raises the domestc currency price of 
foreign currency, E.
– It causes a rise in output, a rise in ofcial reserves and an expansion of 
the money supply
– It is chosen by governments to fght domestc unemployment, improve 
the current account and afects the central bank's foreign reserves
Revaluaton
● It occurs when the central bank lowers the domestc currency price of 
foreign currency, E.
● In order to devalue or revalue, the central bank has to announce its 
willingness to trade domestc against foreign currency, in unlimited 
amounts, at the new exchange rate.
Devaluaton and Revaluaton
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Devaluaton and Revaluaton (2)
 Devaluaton improves the current account and decreases unemployment
 If the policy is efectve, domestc demand and P rise.
– The increase in P matches the increase in the E (devaluaton) and 
sterilizes the exchange rate policy.
– Hence, Devaluaton is neutral in the long-run.
– It also triggers similar policies by trading partners: a war of 
compettve devaluatons might start, only generatng globale 
infaton and macroeconomic volatlity.
Devaluaton and Revaluaton (3)
Balance of payments crisis: it is a sharp change in ofcial foreign reserves sparked 
by a change in expectatons about the future exchange rate. The expectaton of a 
future devaluaton causes:
• A balance of payments crisis marked by a sharp fall in reserves
• A rise in the home interest rate above the world interest rate
Capital fight
• The reserve loss accompanying a devaluaton scare is due to private 
capital outlow.
Self-fulflling currency crises
• It occurs when an economy is vulnerable to speculaton.
• The government may be responsible for such crises by toleratng 
domestc economic weaknesses that invite speculators to atack the 
currency.
Balance of Payments 
Crises and Capital Flight
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Balance of Payments 
Crises and Capital Flight (2)
Managed Floatng
 and Sterilized Interventon
 Under managed foatng, monetary policy is infuenced by exchange rate 
change.
 The Central Bank faces a trade-off between domestc goals and exchange 
rate stability. The policy depends on: 
Perfect Asset Substtutability: the foreign exchange market is in equilibrium 
only when the expected return on domestc and foreign currency bonds are 
the same.
 When a central bank carries out a sterilized foreign exchange 
interventon, its transactons leave the domestc money supply 
unchanged.
 Central banks cannot simultaneously control the money supply and the 
exchange rate through sterilized foreign exchange interventon.
Imperfect asset substtutability: Assets’ expected returns can difer in 
equilibrium.
– Risk is the main factor that may lead to imperfect asset 
substtutability in foreign exchange markets.
– Central banks may be able to control both the money supply and 
the exchange rate through sterilized foreign exchange 
interventon.
• The interest parity conditon does not hold when domestc and 
foreign currency bonds are imperfects substtutes, but
R = R* + (Ee – E)/E  + 
• where:  is a risk premium that refects the diference between 
the riskiness of domestc and foreign bonds:
Managed Floatng
 and Sterilized Interventon (2)
●    The risk premium depends positvely on the stock of domestc government 
debt:        = (B – A)
● Where: B is the stock of domestc government debt; A is domestc assets of 
the central bank
● A sterilized purchase of foreign assets leaves the money supply unchanged but 
raises the risk-adjusted return that domestc currency deposits must ofer in 
equilibrium.
● The purchase of foreign assets is matched by a sale of domestc assets (from A1 to 
A2).
● The fnal efect is to depreciate the currency.
● Empirical evidence provides litle support for the idea that sterilized interventon 
has a signifcant direct efect on exchange rates.
Managed Floatng
 and Sterilized Interventon (3)
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Managed Floatng
 and Sterilized Interventon (4)
Reserve Currencies in 
the World Monetary System
 Two possible systems for fxing the exchange rates:
• Reserve currency standard
– Central banks peg the prices of their currencies in terms of a 
reserve currency.
– This is the currency central banks hold in their internatonal 
reserves (e.g. the USD)
• Gold standard
– Central banks peg the prices of their currencies in terms of gold.
● The two systems have very diferent implicatons about:
● How countries share the burden of balance of payments fnancing;
● The growth and control of natonal money supply
The Mechanics of a Reserve Currency Standard
• The workings of a reserve currency system can be illustrated by the system based 
on the U.S. dollar set up at the end of World War II and up to 1973.
– Every central bank fxed the dollar exchange rate of its currency through 
foreign exchange market operatons of domestc currency for dollar assets.
– Exchange rates between any two currencies were fxed.
The Asymmetric Positon of the Reserve Center
● The reserve-issuing country can use its monetary policy for macroeconomic 
stabilizaton even though it has fxed exchange rates (asymmetric 
advantage)
● The purchase of domestc assets by the central bank of the reverse currency 
country leads to excess demand for foreign currencies in the foreign 
exchange market and expansionary monetary policies by all other central 
banks
Reserve Currencies in 
the World Monetary System (2)
The Gold Standard
 Each country fxes the price of its currency in terms of gold and no single 
country occupies a privileged positon within the system.
 Exchange rates between any two currencies were fxed.
– If the dollar price of gold is pegged at $35 per ounce by the Federal 
Reserve while the pound price of gold is pegged at £14.58 per ounce by 
the Bank of England, the dollar/pound exchange rate is at $2.40 per 
pound.
Symmetric Monetary Adjustment Under a Gold Standard
● Whenever a country is losing reserves and its money supply shrinks as a 
consequence, foreign countries are gaining reserves and their money 
supplies expand. 
Benefts:
– It avoids the asymmetry inherent in a reserve currency standard.
– It places constraints on infatonary monetary policies.
Drawbacks:
– It places constraints on the use of monetary policy to fght 
unemployment and to fnance economic growth.
– It ensures a stable overall price level only if the relatve price of gold 
and other goods and services is stable.
– It makes central banks compete for reserves and bring about world 
unemployment.
– It could give gold producing countries too much power.
Bimetallic standard
● The currency was based on both silver and gold.
● In a bimetallic system, a country’s mint will coin specifed amounts of gold 
or silver into the natonal currency unit. Example: 371.25 grains of 
silver or 23.22 grains of gold could be turned into a silver or a gold 
dollar. This made gold worth 371.25/23.22 = 16 tmes as much as silver.
The Gold Standard (2)
The Gold Exchange Standard
 The Gold Exchange Standard
• Central banks’ reserves consisted of gold and currencies whose 
prices in terms of gold were fxed.
– Each central bank fxed its exchange rate to a currency with a 
fxed gold price.
• It can operate like a gold standard in restraining excessive 
monetary growth throughout the world, but it allows more 
fexibility in the growth of internatonal reserves.
• It is a fter system than the Gold Standard to fnance economic 
growth.
